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Outboard Case Studies – Water Problems

Look's look at some water problems this time, something there should be no shortage of in a marine
environment.

Problem 1. Consider the commercially used twin outboard catamaran rig that would suffer false
warning system horn alarms every few weeks. Nothing was wrong when all components were tested
back in the workshop and the problem never showed up while the technician was watching. All that
was visibly different about this motor since it was first installed is a thin coat of white powder like
dried salt deposits over much of the powerhead.  As soon as these salt deposits were washed off and
the electrical connectors cleaned, the problem would go away, for a while.

Problem 2. V6 outboards that would fail alternator stators at less than 100 hours. The failed
stators showed burnt wiring beneath a thick coating of baked-on salt deposits.

Problem 3. A commercial twin V6 rig that would suffer a piston failure at about 200 hours, with
no obvious cause, except when dismantled there would always be some old rust marks (and no hone
marks) visible in most cylinders.

Diagnosis problem 1. The problem with this motor is it's air supply contains plenty of airborne
spray, or very tiny droplets of salt water suspended in the air. Often these are invisible to the naked
eye, but the tell-tale dried salt deposits are a dead give away. Dried on salt deposits show the air and
its airborne water have been separated, usually by the sudden drop in speed as it enters the large
cavity under the motor cover (after passing through the fairly small intake) combined with an
increase in temperature as it passes over the hot engine.

Salt deposits retain some moisture (and will absorb moisture out of the air) and are electrically
conductive, so if they get into any terminals or plugs, all manor of electrical problems can occur.

Diagnosis problem 2. Again this is symptomatic of salt water entering the motor covers with the
engine's air supply and the fan in the flywheel (put there to ensure air flow over the alternator stator)
has been "pumping" it past the hot stator where the salt is separated and baked on to the windings.
Once a thick layer has been deposited the stator becomes insulated from the air flow and it overheats.
There were other salt deposits on the powerhead too, but unfortunately many technicians tend not to
see this as a warning sign.

Diagnosis problem 3. You guessed it, water in the air again, but this time it was much more
insidious getting inside the cylinders, where it would start rusting the bores each time the motor was
put away for the night. Next time the motor was fired up for a day's work, the rust on the bores
became fine abrasive particles that accelerate bore and piston ring wear, hence the lack of visible
hone marks.

One of the tell-tale signs are round ring like rust marks usually visible on the lower surface of the
bores. These are where the water collected in the lower wrist (gudgeon) pin hole in the piston while
the engine was shut down.
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Once the bore clearance increases and the bore surface no longer holds a continuous oil film, heat
transfer out of the piston suffers. Pretty soon one day we put on a large load and piston temperature
climbs past the danger level, then seizure occurs.

Water inside the powerhead is a real killer, especially salt water. Figure 1 shows how the surface
tension of the water causes it to form into droplets that fill the little corner cavity formed where the
rollers sit on the shaft, bearing shell or conrod. Rust pits soon form in the bearing surfaces of both
the roller and the shaft, that look like little trenches directly in the path of the rollers. As soon as
these pits are a few thousands of an inch deep they can trap a roller, cause it to skid instead of
rolling, and leading to an almost instant bearing failure.

Plain bearing engines don't have this problem, but they are usually 4 stroke engines which have a
different and equally serious potential problem. They have nicely exposed valve stems that, because
of their scant oil supply, tend to rust easily and result in stuck valves, which soon become bent valves
when we try to start it.

All types of motors with iron cylinder liners will suffer bore rusting and rapid wear.

Why Aren't Marine Engines Waterproof?

Sounds like fair question, doesn't it? After all, there is always some water around, and as most other
things on boats are waterproof, why not engines?  Well, internal combustion engines as we all know
are heat engines that require air and fuel. Water in either the air or fuel reduces the energy available
(by reducing the volume available for air or fuel) but this is only a minor irritant compared to the
internal damage water can do, especially salt water.

What about deliberate water injection that has been used for many years with good results in cars?
Back in the turbocharged Formula One days some of the mega-buck teams, like Ferrari, were using
around 5% water in the fuel, so there were definite benefits.

The benefits are lower air intake temperatures from a denser intake charge (created by the water
evaporating and taking away some heat) and lower peak combustion temperatures for less detonation
problems.

Sounds like it should be harmless and it is, even in marine engines, provided they are running at
the time and the water is only injected where it will help (like into the hot intake manifold). Any
water on the electrical system or inside the engine when it is turned off, is the problem.

All these problems relate to water getting where it is not wanted.  Salt water is an electrical
conductor so if it gets into electrical connections all sorts of electrical problems happen. When salt
water comes into contact with a hot surface (like an alternator stator) the minerals (like the salt) are
separated from the water and baked on, providing a insulating coating and preventing the stator from
being cooled

How much is too much?  Consider a 3 litre V6 outboard running at close to full throttle, 5500 rpm.
That's about 16500 litres of air being consumed every minute. If only one tenth of one percent
(0.1%) of this air were to be water droplets (which is a pretty tiny amount), then every minute 16.5
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litres of water passes through the engine.

That's a lot of water when you consider only a few drops need to remain behind to get us into
trouble. Even more scary is the fact that this much water is about 10 times the amount of fuel being
used!

One tenth of one percent is pretty small, so how do you see this much air borne spray, well most of
the time you won't, just the result - dried salt deposits. One simple trick that works, is to insert your
hand into the air intake while the boat is at speed on the water (after making sure first that you won't
touch anything rotating at high speed). If your hand comes out wet after 10 or 15 seconds, then there
is a risk of problems later.

Basically the problem comes down to where we position the motor's air intake. Outboard makers
have to put the air intake on the engine's motor covers somewhere. The most common place is at the
rear because it points away from the passengers and therefore makes for quieter boating. On the vast
majority of boats this position is just fine, as shown in figure 2. Natural air flow pushes any spray
down and away from the intake.

However, on some tall boats we get a "station wagon effect" (it's still called that even in the marine
industry) where a low pressure area forms around the motor because of air flow over the hull. Now
spray is pulled up the rear surface of the motor and then drawn into the engine's air intake. Moving
the air intake to the front of the motor covers, or adding extra intakes at the front, is often all that is
needed to sure cases like this.

But some boats need more than this. There are some boats with spray almost entirely covering the
outside of the motor covers, so an intake anywhere on the motor is still going to get water. Then we
need to fit a ducted air intake so the air intake is inside the hull, see Figure 4.

Motors on set-back brackets or on some narrow hull catamarans in particularly need this sort of air
intake. The set back bracket (as shown in figure 4) allows the trailing edge of the hull to be a long
way in front of the motor, so the spray rises up in front of the air intake. The narrow hulls of some
catamarans allow the water spray coming along the vertical sides of the hull to easily turn the corner
and get directly in front of the engine.

What ever the cause, when you see those tell tale salt deposits, sooner or later you will need to make
changes to the motor's air intake. Considering the cost of potential powerhead failures it is usually
cheaper to do it sooner rather than wait until you have to.

What did the technicians do to cure our three water entry problems mentioned back at the start of this
story? Problems 1 & 2 were cured by adding extra air intake vents close to the front of the motor
cover. Problem three required a ducted air system.  How do you tell? By cleaning the engine
thoroughly, install the vents, then regularly monitor the powerhead deposits.


